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Basic assumptionsBasic assumptions
 The CAPM assumes homogeneous The CAPM assumes homogeneous 

expectations and meanexpectations and mean--variance variance 
preferences. preferences. pp
•• The result: The model identifies the market The result: The model identifies the market 

portfolio as the only risk factorportfolio as the only risk factor
 The APT makes no assumption about The APT makes no assumption about 

expectations or investor risk expectations or investor risk 
preferences. preferences. 
•• Consequently  the model does not identify Consequently  the model does not identify 
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•• Consequently, the model does not identify Consequently, the model does not identify 
any risk factor. any risk factor. 

 The CAPM and the APT both require The CAPM and the APT both require 
perfectly competitive securities markets perfectly competitive securities markets 
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“No arbitrage opportunities”“No arbitrage opportunities”
 In the markets underlying both the CAPM In the markets underlying both the CAPM 

and the APT, there are no opportunities and the APT, there are no opportunities 
for making arbitrage profitsfor making arbitrage profitsfor making arbitrage profitsfor making arbitrage profits
•• This means that two securities with identical This means that two securities with identical 

payoffs in all states must have the same price payoffs in all states must have the same price 
today (“Law of one price”)today (“Law of one price”)

•• It also means that riskless investment It also means that riskless investment 
opportunities earn the riskless rate of return. opportunities earn the riskless rate of return. 
ZZ i t t  i kl  h fl   i t t  i kl  h fl   
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•• ZeroZero--investment, riskless cash flows are investment, riskless cash flows are 
eliminated through arbitrage activityeliminated through arbitrage activity

“Linear pricing”“Linear pricing”
 It can be shown mathematically that the It can be shown mathematically that the 

absence of arbitrage opportunities in the absence of arbitrage opportunities in the 
market implies that the expected return market implies that the expected return market implies that the expected return market implies that the expected return 
on any asset is a on any asset is a linearlinear function of the function of the 
expected return on priced risk factorsexpected return on priced risk factors

 Because the theory does not identify what Because the theory does not identify what 
the prices factors are  we posit an the prices factors are  we posit an the prices factors are, we posit an the prices factors are, we posit an 
arbitrary set of K factors.arbitrary set of K factors.

 The realized value of the The realized value of the k’thk’th factor is factor is FFkk
Eckbo (28)Eckbo (28) 44
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• Equation (1) is a K-factor return generating process

• E(ri) = expected return on investment i

• fk = k’th factor shock: Fk-E(Fk), where Fk is the 
realized factor value and E(fk)=0

•  sec rit i’s sensiti it ith respect
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• ik = security i’s sensitivity with respect
to the k’th factor (factor loading, or factor risk)

• ei = firm-specific risk
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 EquationEquation ((22)) isis thethe APTAPT modelmodelqq (( ))

 rrFF== thethe returnreturn onon thethe riskrisk--freefree assetasset

 kk= = the the risk premiumrisk premium of factor k of factor k 
(expected return on the (expected return on the k’thk’th factor factor in in 
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(expected return on the (expected return on the k thk th factor factor in in 
excess of the riskexcess of the risk--free return)free return)
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 Equation (3) combines (1) and (2)Equation (3) combines (1) and (2)
 It says that the realized excess return on It says that the realized excess return on 

investment investment ii is generated by is generated by ii’s exposure ’s exposure 
to factor risks and the unexpected factor to factor risks and the unexpected factor 
realization  plus firmrealization  plus firm--specific riskspecific risk
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realization, plus firmrealization, plus firm specific riskspecific risk

 ProblemProblem: : 
•• Even if you know what the relevant factors Even if you know what the relevant factors 

FFkk are, you probably do not know E(are, you probably do not know E(FFkk) and ) and 
it is therefore also difficult to estimate it is therefore also difficult to estimate ffkk

 SolutionSolution: : “factor mimicking”“factor mimicking”
•• Form a broad portfolio that has a Form a broad portfolio that has a kk=1=1 on on 

factor k while being independent of (factor k while being independent of (kk=0=0) ) 
the other Kthe other K--1 factors1 factors

•• This is called a “factor mimicking portfolio”This is called a “factor mimicking portfolio”
•• Since this portfolio must also obey APT in Since this portfolio must also obey APT in 

(2), its expected excess return, E((2), its expected excess return, E(rrkk), ), 
equals equals kk
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equals equals kk
•• Plug this back into equation (3) and you Plug this back into equation (3) and you 

have a return generating process stated have a return generating process stated 
purely in terms of observablespurely in terms of observables
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 Mimicking portfolio for factor kMimicking portfolio for factor k
•• Portfolio k Portfolio k mimics a factormimics a factor ifif

 kk=1, =1, j≠kj≠k=0=0
•• Price portfolio k Price portfolio k using APT in (2): using APT in (2): •• Price portfolio k Price portfolio k using APT in (2): using APT in (2): 

 E(E(rrkk)=)=rrFF++kk

•• Shocks to Shocks to factor portfolio factor portfolio k: k: 
 ffkk ==rrkk--E(E(rrkk)=)=rrkk--((kk+r+rFF))

•• Plug this shock into the rightPlug this shock into the right--hand side of hand side of 
th  i  ti  (3)  th  i  ti  (3)  
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the regression equation (3): the regression equation (3): 
 ikik((kk+f+fkk)=)=ikik((kk+r+rkk--kk--rrFF) =) =ikik((rrkk-- rrFF))

•• Do the same for all K factors, and you get..Do the same for all K factors, and you get..
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 Equation (3’) says that the realized Equation (3’) says that the realized 
excess return on asset excess return on asset ii is generated by is generated by 
i’si’s sensitivity to the sensitivity to the realizedrealized excess excess 
returns (i.e., the realized risk premiums) returns (i.e., the realized risk premiums) 
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on a set of K factoron a set of K factor--mimicking portfolios mimicking portfolios 
plus the firmplus the firm--specific return realizationspecific return realization
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E ti  (4) h  th t th  CAPM i   E ti  (4) h  th t th  CAPM i    Equation (4) shows that the CAPM is a Equation (4) shows that the CAPM is a 
special case of the APT model (2) with special case of the APT model (2) with 
only one factor, the return on valueonly one factor, the return on value--
weighted market portfolio Mweighted market portfolio M

Eckbo (28)Eckbo (28) 1111
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 Equation (5) is obtained by rewriting the Equation (5) is obtained by rewriting the 
RHS of (4)RHS of (4)RHS of (4)RHS of (4)

 This is a portfolio with weights (This is a portfolio with weights (11--iMiM) in ) in 
the riskthe risk--free asset and free asset and iMiM in the market in the market MM

 We call this portfolio a We call this portfolio a tracking portfolio tracking portfolio 
for investment ifor investment i since since E(rE(rii)=E(r)=E(rTrackTrack))
Thi  t ki  tf li  i  d t  f t  Thi  t ki  tf li  i  d t  f t  
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 This tracking portfolio is exposed to factor This tracking portfolio is exposed to factor 
risk onlyrisk only
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E(rE(ri i )=E(r)=E(rTrack Track ))

 What is the intuition behind this What is the intuition behind this 
equation? equation? 
•• Suppose the equality does not hold. Then, Suppose the equality does not hold. Then, 

sell short one and invest the proceeds in sell short one and invest the proceeds in 
the other, generating a positive the other, generating a positive riskrisk--freefree
cash inflow with no net investment, i.e., an cash inflow with no net investment, i.e., an 
arbitrage profit. arbitrage profit. 

•• Competition to capture this arbitrage profit Competition to capture this arbitrage profit 
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restores the equality aboverestores the equality above
 Note: Investment Note: Investment ii has a positive net has a positive net 

present value only if present value only if E(E(rrii )>E()>E(rrTrackTrack ))

 (6) generalizes (5) to K factors, (6) generalizes (5) to K factors, 
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 (6) generalizes (5) to K factors, (6) generalizes (5) to K factors, 
where where kk+r+rFF replaces E(rreplaces E(rkk))
•• The idea of a tracking portfolio is central The idea of a tracking portfolio is central 

to understanding how the market values to understanding how the market values 
an investment. In principle, any an investment. In principle, any 
investment can be trackedinvestment can be tracked

Eckbo (28)Eckbo (28) 1414

•• Thus, project valuation comes down to Thus, project valuation comes down to 
factor sensitivities of cash flows and of factor sensitivities of cash flows and of 
factor prices in an arbitragefactor prices in an arbitrage--free free 
environmentenvironment
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 Example 1Example 1: Track the Wilshire 5000 : Track the Wilshire 5000 
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 Example 1Example 1: Track the Wilshire 5000 : Track the Wilshire 5000 
stock index with stocks (A,B,C)stock index with stocks (A,B,C)
•• Suppose Wilshire has Suppose Wilshire has W1W1=2, =2, W2W2=1=1

1:

1024:2

25.131:1





CBA

CBA

xxxPortfolio

xxxFactor

xxxFactor

1:  CBA xxxPortfolio

 Find a set of portfolio weight for the Find a set of portfolio weight for the 
tracking portfolio that satisfies the tracking portfolio that satisfies the 
above system of three equationsabove system of three equations
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above system of three equationsabove system of three equations
•• The solution is The solution is xxAA = = --.1.1, x, xBB = = .3.3, x, xCC = = .8.8
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Tracking with Pure Factor Portf.Tracking with Pure Factor Portf.

 While the portfolio in example 1 tracks the While the portfolio in example 1 tracks the 
Wilshire 5000  the tracking portfolio is Wilshire 5000  the tracking portfolio is Wilshire 5000, the tracking portfolio is Wilshire 5000, the tracking portfolio is 
likely to carry substantial firmlikely to carry substantial firm--specific risk specific risk 
which the Wilshire 5000 does notwhich the Wilshire 5000 does not

 The solution is to use well diversified The solution is to use well diversified 
portfolios as the underlying assets in the portfolios as the underlying assets in the 
t ki  tf lit ki  tf li
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tracking portfoliotracking portfolio

Pure factor Portfolios (PFPs)Pure factor Portfolios (PFPs)

 A PFP is a A PFP is a well diversifiedwell diversified portfolio that portfolio that 
tracks a given factor and that is also tracks a given factor and that is also tracks a given factor and that is also tracks a given factor and that is also 
independent of all other factorsindependent of all other factors
•• Thus, a PFP for factor Thus, a PFP for factor kk has has PFPkPFPk=1 and =1 and 
PFPPFP=0=0 for all the remaining Kfor all the remaining K--1 factors1 factors

 With K factors, one can use any set of  K+1 With K factors, one can use any set of  K+1 
investments that lack firminvestments that lack firm--specific risk (are specific risk (are 

Eckbo (28)Eckbo (28) 1818

investments that lack firminvestments that lack firm specific risk (are specific risk (are 
well diversified) to create K  PFPs well diversified) to create K  PFPs 
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 Example 2Example 2: Find the PFPs for : Find the PFPs for ff11 and and ff2  2  
usingusing the threethe three stocksstocks c,g,sc,g,s
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gg ,g,,g,
•• Need to solve two systems of linear Need to solve two systems of linear 

equations, one for each FPFequations, one for each FPF
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 What are the factor equations for the PFPs?What are the factor equations for the PFPs?
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 So, you track an investment with So, you track an investment with 
11=.25, =.25, 22=.5 =.5 simply by holding a simply by holding a 
portfolio consisting of PFP1, PFP2 and portfolio consisting of PFP1, PFP2 and 
the riskthe risk--free asset, with portfolio free asset, with portfolio 
weights weights gg
•• xxPFP1PFP1=.25 =.25 
•• xxPFP2PFP2=.5=.5
•• xxFF=1=1--(.25+.5)=.25(.25+.5)=.25

 In general, with K factors, an In general, with K factors, an 
investment with no firminvestment with no firm--specific risk specific risk 
and a factor beta of and a factor beta of  on the k’th factor on the k’th factor 
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and a factor beta of and a factor beta of kk on the k th factor on the k th factor 
is tracked by a portfolio with weights is tracked by a portfolio with weights 
•• kk on the pure factor portfolio for on the pure factor portfolio for kk andand
•• (1(1-- kk kk) on the risk) on the risk--free assetfree asset
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 With no firmWith no firm--specific risk, the factor specific risk, the factor 
equations of the tracking portfolio and equations of the tracking portfolio and 
the tracked investment will be identical the tracked investment will be identical 
with the possible exception of the with the possible exception of the 
intercept termsintercept termsintercept termsintercept terms

 Differences in the intercept terms Differences in the intercept terms 
represent differences in expected returns represent differences in expected returns 

 If the expected returns differ, short the If the expected returns differ, short the 
one with the smallest intercept  and go one with the smallest intercept  and go 

Eckbo (28)Eckbo (28) 2323

one with the smallest intercept, and go one with the smallest intercept, and go 
long in the otherlong in the other

 This generates arbitrage profits (positive This generates arbitrage profits (positive 
net present value) for the investmentnet present value) for the investment

Factor Models and Asset AllocationFactor Models and Asset Allocation

 Suppose there are 8,000 traded stocksSuppose there are 8,000 traded stocks

 The full varianceThe full variance--covariance matrix of covariance matrix of 
these stocks contains 64 million these stocks contains 64 million elementselements

 The use of factor models greatly simplifies The use of factor models greatly simplifies 
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the estimation of these variances and the estimation of these variances and 
covariancescovariances
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The simplification occurs because the factors are The simplification occurs because the factors are 
uncorrelated with each other and with firmuncorrelated with each other and with firm--specific specific 
risks (the variancerisks (the variance--covariance matrix is diagonal). covariance matrix is diagonal). 
Moreover, firmMoreover, firm--specific risks are uncorrelated specific risks are uncorrelated 
across individual securities We have that:across individual securities We have that:across individual securities. We have that:across individual securities. We have that:
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 Thus, with 8,000 stocks and, e.g., five Thus, with 8,000 stocks and, e.g., five 
factors, you need only to estimate factors, you need only to estimate 
40,000 stock betas, five factor 40,000 stock betas, five factor 
variances and 8,000 firmvariances and 8,000 firm--specific specific 
variances to reproduce the full variances to reproduce the full variances to reproduce the full variances to reproduce the full 
variancevariance--covariance matrixcovariance matrix

 This explains the popularity of factor This explains the popularity of factor 
models in asset allocation and models in asset allocation and 
investment decisions in practiceinvestment decisions in practice

 For well diversified portfolios, the firmFor well diversified portfolios, the firm--
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p ,p ,
specific variance component is close to specific variance component is close to 
zero, so that the total variance is driven zero, so that the total variance is driven 
purely by factor riskpurely by factor risk
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Identifying the FactorsIdentifying the Factors

 The APT does not identify the factorsThe APT does not identify the factors
 One method to identify factors is to One method to identify factors is to 

apply principalapply principal--components analysis to components analysis to 
the variancethe variance--covariance matrix of covariance matrix of 
security returns. The resulting factors security returns. The resulting factors 
are, however, difficult to interpret and are, however, difficult to interpret and 
may have “strange” portfolio weightsmay have “strange” portfolio weights
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 Our approach: Use economic theory to Our approach: Use economic theory to 
prespecify a set of “reasonable” macroprespecify a set of “reasonable” macro--
economic factors and see what works economic factors and see what works 

Frequently used Frequently used macromacro--economic factorseconomic factors: : 
 The market The market indexindex

 Unexpected growth in industrial production (or Unexpected growth in industrial production (or 
unexpected unexpected changes in the business cyclechanges in the business cycle))

 Changes in expected and unexpected inflation Changes in expected and unexpected inflation 
(changes in expected inflation (changes in expected inflation proxiedproxied by the by the 
change in the Tchange in the T--bill ratebill rate))

 Unexpected changes in default spread: Unexpected changes in default spread: 
unexpected changes in the spread between unexpected changes in the spread between 
AAAAAA rated and BAArated and BAA rated corporate bond rated corporate bond 
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AAAAAA--rated and BAArated and BAA--rated corporate bond rated corporate bond 
returnsreturns

 Unexpected changes in the term spread as Unexpected changes in the term spread as 
measured by the difference between long and measured by the difference between long and 
short government bondsshort government bonds


